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Abstract: With the advancement of intelligent shipping, current traffic management systems have
become inadequate to meet the requirements of intelligent supervision. In particular, with regard
to ship violations, on-site boarding is still necessary for inspection. This paper presents a novel ap-
proach for enhancing ships’ management and service capabilities through scientific knowledge graph
technology to develop a ship knowledge graph. The proposed approach extracts key characteristics
of ship violations from the ship knowledge graph, such as monitoring ships, expired ship certificates,
multiple ship tracks, inconsistent ship tracks with port reports, and ships not reported to the port
for a long time. Combining the characteristics of ship violations, the approach uses reasoning and
identification techniques to detect specific instances of falsely licensed ships and other violations. The
development of the ship knowledge graph analysis system enables the identification and verification
of illegal ships using fake license plates, while also improving the effective utilization of maritime
data and enhancing the ability to make informed decisions related to ship safety. By leveraging
cognitive approaches and knowledge graphs, this study offers the potential to develop an intelligent
decision-making system for maritime traffic management.

Keywords: ship knowledge graph; illegal behavior; fake ship license plates; decision-making;
traffic management

1. Introduction
1.1. Background

With the advancement of intelligent shipping, traditional maritime supervision sys-
tems such as ship automatic identification systems, ship traffic management systems, very
high frequency (VHF) wireless, and ship video supervision systems have become inad-
equate to meet the requirements of intelligent supervision. These systems are unable to
achieve the safety supervision purpose of wide area coverage, intelligent decision-making,
and rapid response [1,2]. In particular, with regard to ship violations, on-site boarding is
still necessary for inspection. The current practice of comparing the automatic identifica-
tion system (AIS) dynamic information of the inspected ship with the AIS information on
the maritime supervision platform through manual identification, to identify the ship as
abnormal or violating if it does not match, is time-consuming and inefficient for timely and
accurate maritime supervision [3,4]. Moreover, challenges such as irregular and renamed
ship names, diverse configurations of ship AIS equipment, multiple ships with one nine-
digit code or one ship with multiple nine-digit codes [5,6], and irregular encoding of ship
nine-digit code information also present significant obstacles to the precise detection of
ship violations [7,8].
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Currently, research on identifying ship’s illegal behaviors primarily focuses on ship
traffic management. Liu and Tian [9] introduced a traditional method for analyzing and
discriminating AIS ship data to identify illegal coding problems of ship AIS equipment, with
a single recognition target and low performance. Rong et al. [10] proposed a new method
for automatically identifying ship collision avoidance behavior from ship trajectories
using AIS trajectory data, and the data source is relatively small and fails to consider more
comprehensive factors, resulting in insufficient reliability and accuracy of identification [11].
Kaluza et al. [12] elaborated on the attribute characteristics of key ship data in maritime
data according to different ship uses and stowage methods, focused on the data attributes
themselves and failed to attempt to explore the association relationships between attributes.
Veenstra et al. [13] proposed a framework for port sensing and computing based on
maritime big data. While this method uses multi-source data, such as ship GPS tracks, ship
attributes, port geographic information, and port facility parameters to construct maritime
big data, it still relies on system-level data analysis. Acharya et al. [14] used spatial
clustering to identify accident-prone areas, analyze the causes of accidents, and develop
risk prevention and control strategies based on maritime accident data, but did not consider
other dimensions to make comprehensive assessment decisions. Fu et al. [15] proposed
an object-oriented Bayesian network model to quantitatively assess the risk of maritime
accident scenarios in ice-covered Arctic waters concerning human and organizational
factors. Similarly, Kehrer and Hauser [16] reviewed visualization for multifaceted scientific
data and visual analysis techniques but did not use knowledge graphs as visual objects.

This analysis of the literature shows that the identification of violations in multi-source
maritime ship data is predominantly based on the manual matching of information. Re-
search methods for processing before data analysis are also mostly conventional, and the
source data used for data analysis are relatively homogeneous, failing to analyze the behav-
ior of ships comprehensively. Most research on maritime mass data focuses on the attribute
characteristics that can be directly reflected by the data themselves, failing to explore the
potential behavior of ships under big data. Although research on ship applications based
on maritime data is relatively abundant, the functions are often similar and discrete, leading
to issues such as the homogeneity of ship behavior analysis and inconsistency of analysis
points. Currently, research on ship multi-source data processing and behavior analysis
based on knowledge graph technology is lacking, especially regarding the application
research on ship knowledge graph construction, ship violation analysis, and identification
for maritime ship data [17,18]. Given the rapid development of shipping technology driven
by new technologies such as big data, the Internet of Things, and artificial intelligence,
the need for intelligent transformation and development of water traffic management and
services has become more pressing. It is necessary to conduct in-depth research on the
innovative application of maritime data combined with new technologies.

To improve the effectiveness of ship management and services, this study proposes an
innovative approach that constructs a ship static and dynamic relationship graph based on
multi-source maritime ship static and dynamic data. The study analyzes the correlation
relationship between ships, extracts ship behavioral features, and comprehensively reasons
and identifies ship violations using these features. The proposed method is validated
through a practical case study, which demonstrates the feasibility and effectiveness of the
knowledge-graph-based approach for identifying ship violations. This method integrates
maritime multi-source data to achieve universal ship knowledge graph modeling. Based
on violation behavior rules, graph inference technology is used to efficiently determine ship
violations, improving the efficiency of ship behavior judgment, and offering the potential
to develop an intelligent decision-making system for maritime traffic management.

1.2. The Definition of Ship Illegal Behavior

The term “ship violations” generally pertains to ship-related behaviors that contravene
the stipulations outlined in the Maritime Traffic Safety Law of the People’s Republic of
China. These behaviors can include violations of ship and marine facility management
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orders, crew management orders, navigation, berthing, and operational management
orders, dangerous goods carriage safety supervision and management orders, and marine
search and rescue management orders, as well as marine traffic accident investigation and
handling orders [4,19–21]. The definitions of several illegal behaviors are listed as follows:

• Speed violation: a ship sailing at a speed exceeding the prescribed speed, including
speeding or not complying with speed restrictions in a specific area;

• Improper navigation rules: the failure of a ship to follow the prescribed navigation
rules, such as failure to follow the navigation guidelines, or failure to comply with the
rules for crossing ships;

• Unqualified seaworthiness safety inspection: the ship’s seaworthiness certificate in-
formation is incomplete or abnormal, the navigation safety equipment is incomplete or
defective, and the ship fails to pass the maritime ship safety inspection, and is deemed
unseaworthy;

• Violation of maritime management requirements: the failure of a ship to comply
with maritime safety management requirements during navigation, such as ship
misregistration, AIS closure, failure to report port, failure to maintain appropriate
ship spacing, failure to comply with navigation signs and signals, and failure to take
appropriate collision prevention measures;

• Improper use of communication and navigation equipment: the failure or incorrect
use of communication and navigation equipment by ships during navigation, such as
navigation radio communication and navigation equipment, satellite communication
and navigation equipment, radar, or GPS.

This article, however, focuses specifically on the issue of fake ship license plates, which
constitute a breach of navigation, berthing, and operational management orders [22,23].
Utilizing a fake license plate involves the unlawful use of the same ship name and number
belonging to another or the use of a canceled ship name and number painted on a new,
renewed, modified, or purchased ship without approval. These fake ship license plates
are used under the guise of legitimacy with the intent of deceiving others. To counter this
problem, the Ministry of Transport and Communications has been actively working to
combat the use of fake ship license plates. In line with this, the maritime department has
been exerting significant pressure to suppress illegal acts of licensing of ships.

2. Method
2.1. Framework

This research focuses on the data object associated with maritime ships, encompassing
both static and dynamic data. The research process involves three key aspects: stage 1 per-
tains to processing ship data, while stage 2 involves the construction of a knowledge graph
model related to ships. Finally, stage 3 centers on the application of the ship knowledge
graph, as shown in Figure 1. The research process can be distilled into three main stages:

• Stage 1: Data and processing. Ship data processing is necessary due to the hetero-
geneity of data from multiple sources and issues such as redundancy, anomalies,
irregularities, and other paradigmatic problems. Data pre-processing techniques in-
cluding data de-duplication, data noise reduction [24], data supplementation, data
fusion, and other methods are utilized to address these challenges;

• Stage 2: Ship knowledge graph modeling (takes center stage). This involves using
knowledge graph technology and the maritime supervision business model to es-
tablish ship graph semantic rules and achieve the semanticization of the ship data
graph [25,26]. Entity extraction and relationship extraction methods are employed
to transform triadic data structures [27]. At the same time, knowledge fusion and
denotation disambiguation techniques are utilized to complete the construction of
the ship static graph [28]. The construction method of the ship knowledge graph in
this study has significant innovative advantages in understanding actual business
rules, integrating professional knowledge in the field, automating data updates, and
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providing powerful query interfaces. It better meets actual business needs, improves
reliability and operability. Subsequently, based on AIS data and the definition of ship
violations, calculations are made for ship violation features such as monitoring key
ships, expired ship certificates, inconsistent ship tracks with reported ports, multiple
ship tracks, and ships that do not report ports for extended periods [29]. These calcu-
lated violation features, in combination with the ship name graph identified through
on-site inspections, are used to infer ship licensing violations, ultimately leading to
the creation of a complete ship knowledge graph that integrates both dynamic and
static data [30,31];

• Stage 3: The application and validation of the ship knowledge graph. Using fused
regional ship static and dynamic graphs, E-chart technology is used to conduct graph
analysis and display ship violations [32]. The feasibility of the method is then verified
by combining it with actual cases.
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2.2. Data and Processing
2.2.1. Data Origin

This study area mainly focuses on the identification of illegal behaviors of fake ship
license plates based on the ship’s knowledge graph. The main task is to study the construc-
tion of the ship’s knowledge graph and identify the fake ship license plate behaviors. The
primary data involved are the static data of ships in maritime management and the dynamic
business data of maritime supervision. The dataset includes basic ship information, ship
company information, key tracking ship information, ship nationality certificates, ship
entry and exit reports, ship violation inspection data, and ship AIS information [33–35], as
shown in Table 1.

Table 1. Data source.

Dataset Information

Basic ship information Ship number, Chinese and English names of the ship, ship type, ship length, ship tonnage,
ship owner, ship registration location, ship location, ship status.

Ship company Serial number, Chinese and English names of the ship, legal representative, telephone number.

Key tracking ship
Tracking number, ship registration number, Chinese and English names of the ship, port of

registry, MMSI, tracking reason code, tracking reason name, and date of creation, among others;
these data mainly have data redundancy and missing data.

Ship nationality certificates Ship number, Chinese name of the ship, MMSI, owner of the ship, contact number, starting
validity, expiry date, registration authority, certificate printing number.

Ship entry and exit reports

Ship number, ship registration number, Chinese and English names of the ship, MMSI, ship type,
gross tonnage, net tonnage, gross engine power, passenger capacity, ship length, beam, depth,
ship owner, port name, port number, type of port, name of port, reporting time, berthing code,

berth of call, actual cargo volume, local port volume, goods, passenger.

Ship violation inspection Inspection number, inspection code, inspection content, inspection results, problems, description.

Ship AIS MMSI, Chinese and English names of the ship, heading, course, speed, longitude, latitude, draft,
received time.

• Basic ship information comprises essential ship data such as ship number, Chinese
and English names of the ship, Maritime Mobile Service Identify (MMSI), nationality,
ship type, and initial registration number [36]. The main issues with these data are
data redundancy, data noise, and data being missing;

• Ship company information encompasses the shipowner’s company serial number,
Chinese and English names of the company, legal representative, and contact telephone
number, among other details. These data mainly have data ambiguity issues;

• Key tracking ship information includes tracking number, ship registration number,
Chinese and English ship names, port of registry, MMSI, tracking reason code, tracking
reason name, and date of creation, among others. These data mainly have data
redundancy and missing data;

• Ship nationality certificate data includes ship registration number, Chinese name of
the ship, MMSI, owner of the ship, contact number, starting validity period, expiry
date of the certificate, registration authority, and certificate printing number, among
other key details. The main issue with these data is missing data;

• Ship entry and exit report data is comprised of ship identification number, ship reg-
istration number, Chinese and English ship names, MMSI, ship type, gross tonnage,
net tonnage, gross engine power, passenger capacity, overall ship length, beam, depth,
ship owner, port name, port number, type of port of entry/exit, name of next port,
reporting time, berthing code, berth of call, actual cargo volume, local port unload-
ing/loading volume, actual dangerous goods volume, local port unloading/loading
dangerous goods volume, actual passenger volume, local port drop-off/pick-up vol-
ume, actual vehicle volume, local port unloading/loading vehicle volume, number
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of barges, local port unloading/loading barges, actual container volume, local port
unloading/loading container volume, and other relevant information. The main issue
with these data is data noise;

• Ship violation inspection information comprises data such as the supervision and
inspection number, inspection content code, inspection content, inspection results,
violations or problems found, and description of violations or problems. The main
issues with these data include missing data and data ambiguity;

• Ship AIS information includes MMSI, Chinese and English ship names, heading,
course, speed, longitude, latitude, draft, received time, and other relevant data points.
The main issues with these data include data noise and missing data.

Duplicate ship names and MMSI mainly characterize the problem of duplicate and
redundant maritime ship data. The problem of ship data noise includes attribute data noise
and spatial data noise. Attribute noise mainly refers to the problem of unclear data features
caused by the complexity of field design. In contrast, spatial data noise mainly refers to
the problem of data features not being displayed and data spatial anomalies caused by
large amounts of data. The problem of missing ship data mainly includes features such as
MMSI and trajectory being missing. The ambiguity problem of ship data is mainly caused
by inconsistent information such as the ship’s ownership company, ship contact person,
and communication address. Based on the knowledge graph of ships, identifying illegal
behavior of ship deck rigging may pose a threat to the safety of ships and may also pose a
threat to the safety of crew members. The behavior judgment process requires collecting
and processing a large amount of ship and crew information, which may involve personal
privacy and require measures to protect it.

2.2.2. Data Processing

Ship data pre-processing is a key step for accurate and efficient data mapping transfor-
mation, analysis, and application. The principle of data processing starts with removing
abnormal data and updating supplementary data as much as possible. The pre-processing
methods used include data de-duplication, data noise reduction, data filling, and data
fusion, as shown in Figure 2. The following are specific descriptions of these steps.
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• Step 1: Data de-duplication. For the problem of duplicate redundancy of maritime
ship data, data cleaning is carried out by data query and regular matching methods,
including redundancy processing by using MMSI and ship name segment and redun-
dancy processing by ship registration number and ship name segment to ensure that
ship data can be uniquely identified;

• Step 2: Data noise reduction. For the ship data noise problem, the data normalization
method is used for standardized field template design and field screening, and in
principle, information such as primary key, Chinese name, English name, type, and
content is retained, and attribute field information is simplified; for the ship spatial
data noise problem, the Douglas–Peuker (DP) method is used for the abnormal ship
spatial trajectory extraction thinning to simplify the ship spatial field information to
achieve the purpose of clearer data. The DP algorithm is used to determine the key
waypoints of the ship’s trajectory [35]. These key waypoints can be used to represent
the geographical locations where the ship changes course. Figure 3 and Table 2 show
the steps of the DP algorithm. Step 1 can be used to generate an approximated line
segment between the departure and destination points. Steps (2, 3, . . ., n) introduce
sub-line segments using various threshold parameters ε [23].
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Table 2. DP algorithm for the abnormal ship spatial trajectory extraction.

DP Algorithm

Inputs : Require :
ship trajectory (Points); ε (thresholds) Parameter d (distance), dm (maximum distance), index
Outputs : Waypoints WP = {p1, p2, ..., pk}
Process : 1 : For i = 2 to i = (n− 1)2 : d = VD (CL[i], Line[CL[1], CL[n]])
3: If d > dm
4: index = i
5: dm = d
6: End if
7: End if
8: If dm >= €
9: WaypointLList = DP (CL [1. . .. . .index], ε)
10: WaypointRList = DP (CL [index. . .. . .n], ε)
11: Waypoints = {WaypointLList, WaypointRList}
12: Else
13: Waypoints = {CL [1], CL [n]}
14: End if
15: Return Waypoints
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The steps of the DP algorithm (the black line represents the original ship trajectory
centerline, and the red line represents the simplified ship trajectory. The idea of the
simplified ship trajectory centerline is to approximate the original trajectory in green).

• Step 3: Data filling. For the problem of missing ship data, the same kind of cubic
spline function interpolation, K-mean clustering, and mean value method [23] are
used to estimate and fill the missing data. Making full use of the third-party complete
ship data, adopting the method of data interface synchronization, and completing the
data filling of MMSI, ship name, ship type, etc., based on the third-party data interface,
and completing the filling of spatial information such as port and ship trajectory based
on the open GIS data interface make ship data more complete. Data filling effectively
improves the integrity of ship data, improves the accuracy of ship data analysis and
ship knowledge graph modeling, enhances the distribution characteristics of ship
data, and improves the efficiency of ship data analysis and processing. The cultivation
process fully considers the nature of ship data and the types of missing values, and
combines the goal of building a ship knowledge graph to ensure that the filling process
does not introduce noise or deviation;

• Step 4: Data fusion. In response to the problem of ship data ambiguity, we adopted
data replacement and splicing fusion methods, such as splicing and fusing multi-
ple contact fields to form more accurate contact descriptions, so as to eliminate the
heterogeneity between data and improve data integrity and reliability.

2.3. Knowledge Graph for the Identification of Ship Illegal Behaviors

The process of constructing a knowledge graph for the domain of ships typically
involves several interrelated steps. These steps typically include the semantic design of the
graph, ontology construction, entity linking, graph computation, and inference. Semantic
design involves the identification of domain-specific concepts and relationships, which
form the backbone of the knowledge graph. This step is essential for ensuring that the
knowledge graph accurately reflects the domain of interest and can provide meaningful
insights. Ontology construction is the process of creating a formal specification of the
concepts and relationships in the domain, typically using a standardized language such as
OWL or RDF. This step is crucial for ensuring that the knowledge graph is structured in a
way that can be easily queried and analyzed. Entity linking involves identifying and linking
instances of concepts in the knowledge graph to external sources of information, such as
databases or websites. This step can help to enrich the knowledge graph with additional
information, and make it more useful for real-world applications. Graph computation
is the process of analyzing the structure of the knowledge graph and extracting useful
insights or patterns. This step is essential for understanding the relationships between
concepts and identifying domain interest areas. Finally, inference is the process of making
logical deductions or predictions based on the knowledge graph, using techniques such as
rule-based reasoning or machine learning. This step can help to uncover new insights and
generate hypotheses for further investigation.

A top–down construction method [37] is used. The top–down construction method is
a widely used approach to knowledge graph construction, which involves starting with a
high-level view of the domain and then refining the details and relationships over time.
This method helps to ensure that the knowledge graph is accurate, consistent, and reflects
the most important concepts and relationships in the domain.

2.3.1. Step 5: Semantic Design

To construct a ship knowledge graph business model, under the process of Section 2.2,
a Mysql [38], ship relational database, is utilized for field extraction after a thorough
understanding of ship maritime supervision and navigation security business, as shown in
Figure 4.
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The model encompasses the ship company, ship type, ship history changes, ship
certificates, ship key tracking and reasons for tracking, and ship dynamics port call. The
relationships between business models are integrated with actual maritime business logic.
Semanticized rule descriptions are conducted via entity-relationship-entity ternary semantic
definitions to accomplish this. In this approach, nodes represent objects while concepts and
edges signify relationships between nodes. The definition of association combinations is
established to formulate a ship graph semantic rule that comprehensively describes the
entire maritime business.

2.3.2. Step 6: Ontology Construction

In order to extract relevant information from the processed ship data, the semantic
rules pertaining to entity, attribute, and relationship data are employed. The relationships
and events between the entities are established using primary and foreign keys, creating
a relational subject–predication–object (SPO) triad. Subsequently, the triadic data are
combined and transformed into basic ship graph ontology elements, as shown in Figure 5.
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The primary objective of entity identification and extraction is to identify named
entities of various categories, including shipping companies, ships, crew, certificates, key
surveillance, ports, berths, dynamic reporting visas, etc. The extraction process entails
identifying structured entity-relational data, defining entity boundaries, and determining
entity types through Mysql-based primary and foreign key association queries. Following
this, semantic rules defined in the previous step are used to extract two or more entities
from the relational data and establish matching semantic relationships. The Cypher Load
CSV function [39] is employed within the neo4j graph database to convert the relational
SPO ternary data into entity graph data.
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2.3.3. Step 7: Entity Linking

In the process of integrating ship data, multiple representations for a single entity
often lead to a reduction in the quality of the integrated data, as shown in Figure 6. This
paper proposes a pattern-matching method to address the problem of entity referent dis-
ambiguation. The method involves discovering the graph relationships between attributes
in different relational data sources and calculating the similarity of related descriptions to
match patterns. Entities and relational objects are deleted, replaced, and fused to solve con-
flicts between predicates in triples, and to ensure the unique integration of heterogeneous
data sources. Furthermore, the meaning of ship entities may vary in different contexts,
necessitating entity disambiguation. This paper adopts word-sense annotation to model
disambiguation. The semantic features introduced in the previous section include semantic
class information based on syntactic relations, such as semantic classes of subject/object
central words, and semantic role annotation class information. Combining semantic infor-
mation for contextual semantic discrimination classification can address the problem of
diversity in the representation of ship entities.
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2.3.4. Step 8: Ship Behavior Feature Extraction

Based on the developed database, a ship behavior feature extraction method is pro-
posed to identify ship behavior feature features, as shown in Figure 7.
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Based on the features, K-means algorithm is used to cluster this feature information of
ship trajectory in the case study area [35]. The mathematical background to this process is
displayed in Equations (1)–(4) below and the pseudocode of the process is summarized in
Table 3. For a point pi in the way of a trajectory defined as per Equation (1), the locations of
the departure and destination ports are defined as in Equation (2). Then, the length of the
ship trajectory is calculated as in Equations (3) and (4).

pi = {MMSI, TIMESTAMP, LON, LAT, SOG, COG, Dra f t} (1)

Tse = {(lon1, lat1 ), (lonn, latn )} (2)

d
(

pj, pj+1
)
=

(
TimeStampj+1 − TimeStampj

)
×

(
sogj + sogj+1

)
/2 (3)

Tl ength =
n−1

∑
j=1

d(pj, pj+1) (4)

where (lon1, lat1) and (lonn, latn) denote the longitude and latitude of the departure and
destination ports, respectively. d(pj, pj+1) denote the distance between pj and pj+1 (see
Figure 8). This is example 2 of an equation:

Table 3. Ship trajectories clustering method using K-means algorithm.

K-Means Algorithm

Input:
Dataset, D = {x1, x2, ..., xm}, clustering number K, the maximum number of iterations N
Output:
Clustering C = {c1, c2, ..., ck}
Process:
1. Select K trajectories as the centre trajectories {µ1, µ2, ..., µk};
2. Initially cluster division Ct = {c1, c2, ..., ck};
3. For n = 1, 2, ..., N:
4. For i = 1, 2, ..., m:
5. Calculate distance between the trajectory xi and µj(j = 1, 2, ..., k) dij =

∣∣∣xi − µj

∣∣∣;
6. Mark category as j corresponding the smallest dij;
7. End for
8. For j = 1, 2, ..., K:
9. Calculate the centre trajectories based on the new clustering result

µj = ∑ x(x ∈ µj)/
∣∣∣µj

∣∣∣
10. End for
11. If the clustering result remains consistent:
12. Go to line 17;
13. Else:
14. Go to line 4;
15. End if
16. End for
17. Output C = {c1, c2, ..., ck}.
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Finally, the ship multi-track determination method traces through Mysql relational
data and neo4j graph database fusion calculation with the following rules:

(a) Define the data set X = {x1, x2, ..., xn}, where each xi represents a point in the ship
trajectory;

(b) Preprocessing the dataset, e.g., sorting the trajectories in chronological order and
representing each point as a triplet of (longitude, latitude, time);

(c) Choose the number of clusters k, initialize k prime centers c1, c2, ..., ck;
(d) For each point xi, calculate its distance dij to each center of mass cj and classify it into

the cluster sj to which the center of mass with the closest distance belongs;
(e) Update the center of mass, and for each cluster sj, update its center of mass cj to be

the average of all its points;
(f) Repeating the above steps (d) and (e) until the center of mass no longer changes or

reaches the specified number of iterations, obtaining the number of ship multiple
trajectories, and finally labeling and refining the ship multiple trajectory feature
information into the ship feature graph.

Based on the ship entity (ship number, ship name), extract local subgraphs centering
on ship attributes (such as ship name, MMSI, ship type, etc.), key monitoring relationship
and certificate expiration relationship, obtain ship attributes, ship key monitoring and
ship certificate expiration subgraph features and refine them into the new ship feature
graph with specific markings; use Mysql aggregation and correlation query to retrieve
ship reporting information. The ship characteristics are extracted and added to the ship
characteristics graph by using Mysql aggregation and correlation query to retrieve the ship
reporting information; the ship multiple trajectory features and the ship reporting time
sequence information are fused, and the inconsistent trajectory and reporting features are
inferred and added to the ship characteristics graph.

2.3.5. Step 9: Fake Ship License Plates Inference

As shown in Figure 9, the rules for fake ship license plates can be defined in order
of whether the ship is an inland ship, MMSI or ship name information does not match,
certificate expiration or invalidity, inconsistent or non-reporting of ports and trajectories,
and ship focus monitoring. Using ship knowledge graph feature analysis technology, ship
feature vectors can be extracted from ship information from monitoring chokepoints before
combining them with feature weights for weighted assignment. The calculation process
includes the following four sub-steps:

Step 9-1: Discover the ships that may be snared from the mapping of ship behavior
characteristics in the study area, mainly acquiring the ships with multiple trajectories (this
ship is usually a sea ship), and extract the abnormal trajectory data of the ship at sea;

Step 9-2: Retrieve the surveillance chokepoints within 50 kn of the surrounding area
with this ship as the center. Assume the longitude and latitude of the ship i (i = 1, 2, 3) are
lati and latj respectively; the longitude and latitude of the monitoring chokepoint j (j = 1, 2,
3) are loni and lati, respectively. The distance Dij between ship i and monitoring chokepoint
j can be calculated as Equations (5)–(7).

Di j = R ∗ 2a ∗ tan2(
√

a,
√

1− a), (5)

a = sin2(∆lat/2) + cos(lati) ∗ cos(latj) ∗ sin2(∆lon/2) . (6)

∆lon = loni − lonj, ∆lat = lati − latj. (7)

where R is the radius of the Earth and takes the value of about 6371 km. After finding the
distance between any point and the current position, determine whether it is less than or
equal to 50 kn (1 kn is about 1.852 km) to obtain the corresponding result;
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Step 9-3: Calculate the spatial distance between the multi-track ship and the surveil-
lance chokepoint, calculate the average speed of the ship, combine the two to calculate
the time difference, and collect the ship’s information before the time difference of the
surveillance chokepoint. The calculation formula of average ship speed is as Equation (8):

Vn =
n

∑
i=1

vi/n = (v1 + v2 + ... + vn)/n (8)

Vn denotes the average speed, Vi is the ship sailing speed at each point, and n denotes
the total number of points;

Step 9-4: The collected ship information set is correlated and compared with the ship
behavior characteristic graph in the current region, and combined with the fake license
plate rules, according to the weight order of whether the ship is a river ship, whether the
ship information does not match (ship name/MMSI), whether the ship certificate is invalid,
whether the ship does not have the reported port record (if so, also judge whether the ship
trajectory is inconsistent with the reported port), or whether the ship is a key monitoring,
etc. The highest possible ship is finally deduced.
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3. Case Study

The semantic rules for ship graph data are constructed with reference to the business
rules of maritime supervision and maritime security, and the ternary processed ship ontol-
ogy data are combined with the semantic rules to form a standard ship graph knowledge
representation. A case study was carried out on river–sea direct ships.

3.1. Ship Knowledge Graph Construction

The ontology construction based on the graph semantic rules can form the ship base
graph model, which includes the ship’s owner company, ship type, key tracking or not, ship
certificate validity, ship port call, etc. After the completion of the ontology construction, the
initial prototype of the ship knowledge graph is formed, as shown in Figure 10.
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Figure 10. Ship semantic model.

Ontologies include Ship, Historyship(HShip), Shiptype(St), Company(Com), Cert,
Key Track, Key Type(Kt), Port, Berth, etc. Relations include type, renew, cert, belong,
keytracking, reason, have, etc.

Also included is a description of the category that a ship belongs to by establishing a
type of entity link relationship; a description of the ship’s change history by establishing
a renewed relationship; the ship certificate information is included by establishing a cert
relationship; a description of the ship company that the ship belongs to by establishing a
Belong_to relationship; a description of whether a ship is a key tracking ship by establishing
a key tracking relationship; a description of the specific reason why a ship is a key tracking
ship by establishing a reason relationship. By establishing the relationship to describe the
berth information under the port, the corresponding ship relationship graph is shown in
Figure 11.
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Figure 11. Ship relationship graph.

The ship knowledge graph database established by setting up ship characteristic
rules [40] and combining the ship maritime supervision and navigation protection business
model can realize the presentation of the overall relationship network of ships and the
ship portrait of the static relationship of specific ships [34]. Take the ship named “Ning
Shuangshun 5568” as an example. By drawing its portrait, we can see that it is a river ship,
the type of ship is a bulk carrier, it belongs to the maritime key tracking ship, it has violated
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regulations in Nanjing and disobeyed the authorities or evaded them, its certificate is valid
(valid until 10 January 2021), and it belongs to Shen Yuanzhu, a self-employed person.

3.2. Extraction of Ship Behavior Characteristics Graph

To extract the key waypoints, the key waypoints of ship navigation lanes were deter-
mined for each ship trajectory using the DP algorithm (see Figure 3 and Table 2 for the
theoretical concept). Taking the “Xinhong 998” ship as an example, the historical trajectory
of the ship for a certain period of time was first obtained from the MySQL database. Due
to the dense trajectory, it is not convenient to perform data analysis. Therefore, the DP
algorithm was used to optimize the ship’s historical trajectory. The following figure shows
the optimization effect of the ship’s trajectory under different threshold conditions. As part
of this process, sub-line segments were extracted using the DP algorithm with ε = 0.0025
(see Figure 12).
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For each ship trajectory, the K-means algorithm is used to cluster and analyze whether
the ship has multiple abnormal trajectories (theoretical concepts are shown in Figure 8 and
Table 3). In order to determine whether the “Xinhong 998” ship has multiple trajectory
features, the K-means algorithm is used to cluster and analyze the optimized ship’s histor-
ical trajectory, quickly identifying the multiple trajectory features of the ship. As shown
in Figure 13, two types of trajectories can be found during the same period of the ship,
indicating the existence of multiple trajectory features.

Based on Mysql and neo4j fusion calculation, the K-means clustering algorithm is used
to identify multiple abnormal features of ship trajectory in the study area, and the acquired
features are added into the ship behavior feature graph; based on specific ship ontology,
the fusion calculation (subgraph inference, Mysql aggregation, and correlation query) is
used to obtain ship data with abnormal features such as key monitored ships, expired ship
certificate, inconsistent ship trajectory and reported port, etc., and the feature information is
improved into the ship behavior feature graph. The ship data with abnormal features, such
as ship certificate expired, ship trajectory inconsistent with reported port, ship not reported
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port for a long time, etc., are obtained through fusion calculation (subgraph inference,
Mysql aggregation, and correlation query) to form a complete ship behavior feature graph.
The calculation process is shown in Table 4.
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Figure 13. Ship trajectories clustering using K-means algorithm.

Table 4. Ship behavior feature extraction process.

No. Features Calculation Methods Procedures

1 Multiple ship tracks K-means multiple
trajectory clustering

1. Calculate the ship history trajectory;
2. Obtain the number of ship multiple trajectories by K-means
multiple trajectory clustering method.

2 Maritime key
monitoring ships Subgraph inference

1. Mysql retrieves data on ships that have been classified as maritime
priority monitoring;
2. neo4j queries and identifies ship entities on the retrieved result data.

3 Ships with expired
certificates Subgraph inference

1. Mysql to ship certificate relationship data retrieval, find certificate
expiry information;
2. neo4j fused results data for ship entity query and identification.

4 Inconsistent ship tracks
with reported ports

Mysql aggregation and
associated query

1. Calculate the historical trajectory of a ship;
2. Calculate the ship’s route to report port;
3. Compare ship history trajectories with ship reporting paths based
on spatial similarity;
4. Judge the consistency of the ship’s trajectory with the reported
port path.

5 Ships not reporting
ports for a long time

Mysql aggregation and
associated query

1. Mysql combines multiple ship reporting relationship tables for
correlation analysis and generates results data for ships that have not
reported to port for a long time;
2. neo4j fused results data for ship entity query and identification.

The subgraph search based on ship knowledge graph can quickly extract static features
of ships, such as basic information of ships (including MMSI, ship name, ship type), validity
of ship certificate, whether the ship is focused on tracking and the reasons for tracking,
etc., and add them to the static feature graph of ship behavior; combined with dynamic
port reporting information and ship AIS information, it can extract dynamic features of
ships that combine motion and static, and realize the full domain mastery. By analyzing
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the relationship between time and space trajectory, we can find out the characteristics such
as ships not reporting to port and inconsistency between the path of ships reporting to port
and the actual AIS route trajectory, and add them into the dynamic feature graph of ship
behavior. The combination of ship static feature graph and dynamic feature graph forms a
complete ship behavior feature graph.

3.3. Fake Ship License Plate Judgment
3.3.1. Fake Ship License Plate Discovery

Based on ship behavior feature graph analysis, we focus on the abnormal behavior of
double trajectories of ships in specific areas. As shown in Figure 14, taking “Xinhong 998”
ship chart node in the upstream section of the Yangtze River as an example for analysis, this
ship is a sea ship with static chart characteristics, and in the time range of ‘21 March 2021
00:00:00’ to ‘21 March 2021 03:16:14’, the ship dynamically reports ports to call at Jiangyin,
Diagang, and Niutoushan ports. Checking the AIS trajectory of this ship, it is found that
one is the inland trajectory of the Yangtze River, and the inland trajectory is consistent with
the reported path. The other is the sea navigation trajectory, and there is no matching sea
reporting information, which means that some ships have multiple abnormal trajectories.
The abnormal trajectory is the sea section, so it can be inferred that this ship has the risk of
being licensed by the inland ship for sea navigation.
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3.3.2. Calculation and Reasoning of Fake Ship License Plate

For “Xinhong 998” multiple areas of sea track, we obtained the center point of the
ship track, taking the center point as the circle, 50 nautical miles (see more in Figure 15) as
the radius, and searching the ship monitoring chokepoint within the range (query to the
monitoring chokepoint of Lianjiang Maritime Office). We calculated the distance between
the center point of the ship track and the monitoring chokepoint, combined with the average
speed of the ship’s property characteristics. To obtain the approximate time difference
between the ship sailing from the monitoring chokepoint and the track area (roughly 2 h
and 15 min by calculation), we subtracted the time difference from the multiple track time
period of “Xinhong 998”, and obtained the time range of the monitoring chokepoint as
‘20 March 2021 09:45:00’ to ‘21 March 2021 01:01:14’. We obtained the ship information
of the surveillance chokepoint in this time range, identifying “Ning Shuangshun 5568”
as the active ship under the current surveillance chokepoint in the current time range,
comparing the ship information with the ship behavior characteristics graph in the current
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area through circular association, and combining with the fake ship license plate rules. The
ship “Ning Shuangshun 5568” is an inland river ship, and its AIS track cannot be found,
which means the ship MMSI information does not match, the ship certificate has exceeded
the validity period, the ship reporting information related to this ship cannot be found, and
the ship belongs to the maritime key tracking ship. Thus, it meets many characteristics of
the fake ship license violation, the matching degree is high, and it can be judged that the
ship has the characteristics of the fake ship license plate violation. There is a high possibility
that the ship set “Xinhong 998” is sailing at sea, and engaging in illegal activities.
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This study collected questionnaire feedback from experts, and after statistical calcula-
tion, obtained the weight allocation information of ship deck rules, as shown in Table 5.

Table 5. Weighted features of fake ship license plates.

Feature Weight

Inland waterway ship 0.2
Ship information matches 0.4

Certificate is invalid 0.1

Not reported port for a long time 0.2
The port report is inconsistent with the trajectory 0.1

Key monitoring ship 0.1

Based on the weighted of inland river-ship-licensed seagoing ships as shown in Table 6,
the following algorithm is used to determine whether the ship is a licensed ship:

(a) Check if the ship is an inland waterway ship. If so, assign a weight of 0.1 to it;
otherwise, no weight will be added;

(b) Check if the ship information matches. If it does not match, assign a weight of 0.4 to
it; otherwise, no weight will be added;

(c) Check if the ship is using certificate information or if the certificate is invalid. If so,
assign a weight of 0.1 to it; otherwise, no weight will be added;

(d) Check if the ship has not reported port for a long time or if the port report is inconsis-
tent with the trajectory. If so, assign a weight of 0.2 to it; otherwise, no weight will
be added;
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(e) Check whether the ship is a key monitoring ship. If so, assign a weight of 0.1 to it;
otherwise, no weight will be added. Add all weighted weight values together to
obtain the total weight W of the ship;

(f) If W is greater than a certain threshold t (such as 0.6), it is determined that the ship is
a licensed ship; otherwise, it is determined that it is not a licensed ship.

Table 6. Weight for fake ship license plates.

Number Ship
Number

Ship Name Inland
Ship

Ship
Information

Mismatch

Invalid
Certificate

Abnormal Ship
Reporting Key

Monitoring Weight
No Port

Reporting
Inconsistent
Trajectory

1 60117000047 runcheng9 0.2 0.2
2 70106000226 jinfuxin28 0.2 0.2
3 80112000047 dafeng3 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.6
4 60019000021 fanzhou10 0.2 0.1 0.2 0.1 0.6
5 80617000090 jinjiangpeng29 0.2 0.1 0.3
6 60115000027 shunqiang68
7 60016000039 ninghua417
8 270117000007 ningshuangshun5568 0.2 0.4 0.1 0.2 0.1 1

Among them, steps (a)~(d) are to check the characteristics of the ship and give corre-
sponding weights based on the characteristics; step (e) is to add the weight of ownership
to obtain the total weight of the ship; and step (f) is to determine whether the ship is a
licensed ship based on the total weight. In practical applications, it is necessary to select
an appropriate threshold t based on the specific situation, and continuously optimize and
adjust the features and weights to improve the accuracy and reliability of the algorithm.

Based on the above weight determination algorithm, ships that meet the definition
threshold of ship fraud with a value greater than 0.6 include Ning Shuangshun 5568 (1),
Dafeng 3 (0.6), Fanzhou 10 (0.6), etc. Among them, Ning Shuangshun 5568 has the highest
weight value and can be determined as a ship with fraudulent behavior.

4. Discussion

Based on the analysis of the collision accident between the “Zhonggang 88” ship
and the “Ningshuangshun 5568” ship in Fuzhou on 21 March 2021, the “Zhonggang 88”
ship, owned by Fujian Zhonggang Shipping Co., Ltd., loaded 4950 tons of wheat from
Nantong to Quanzhou, collided with the “Ningshuangshun 5568” ship owned by Shen XX
in the waters about 1.5 nautical miles west of Mazu Nangan Island (approximate position:
26◦10.4′ N/119◦53.2′ E). The accident caused the sinking of the “Ningshuangshun 5568”
ship, and the stowage information of the “Zhonggang 88” ship was basically consistent
with the portrait of the “Zhonggang 88” ship. No relevant records were found for “Ning
Shuangshun 5568”.

A visualization analysis system for ship knowledge graphs was developed based
on the ship knowledge graph technology studied in this study and combined with 3D-
force-graph technology. The portrait analysis of the “Ningshuangshun 5568” ship shows
that it belongs to an inland navigation ship, and its appearance at sea violates the rules of
cross-inland and ocean navigation. Due to its lack of dynamic port reporting records and
historical trajectory, it can be theoretically inferred that there is an illegal act of ship licensing.
Combining the above analysis with the risk of “Xinhong 998” being falsely licensed for
sea navigation by inland ships during the same period, and combining the abnormal
trajectory of “Xinhong 998” in the current period analyzed earlier with the consistency of
the monitoring checkpoint distance and speed calculation of the “Ningshuangshun 5568”
falsely licensed ship, the combination of the two can indirectly infer that “Ningshuangshun
5568” falsely licensed “Xinhong 998” has a high probability of crossing inland rivers and
sea navigation.

The final accident investigation report also confirmed that the “Ningshuangshun
5568” was falsely licensed as the “Xinhong 998”; “Ningshuangshun 5568” evaded normal
maritime supervision and did not comply with the maritime regulations on the exclusive
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supervision of AIS for ships. The validity period of the certificate expired on 10 January
2021. When the accident occurred, the validity period of the certificate had expired. In
addition, “Ningshuangshun 5568” had not yet fulfilled the declaration business of ship
reporting operations as required, and it should bear the primary responsibility for this ship
collision accident.

The inference method based on the graph of illegal behavior of ship deck rigging can
also be applied to the field of ship collision risk assessment, and this method has a certain
degree of universality. The inference technology for the graph of illegal behavior of ship
cheating mainly includes extracting illegal behavior features of ship cheating, the design
of ship cheating rules, the allocation of feature weights of ship cheating behavior, graph
calculation, and graph inference process, etc. It is also applicable to the determination of
ship collision risk. A ship collision risk assessment based on graph calculation and graph
reasoning can be achieved by identifying and extracting key risk factors for ship collisions,
designing ship collision rules, and assigning weights to key risk factors for ship collisions.

5. Conclusions

This paper presents the construction of a ship knowledge graph using science knowl-
edge graph technology, which allows for extracting ship violation features and identifying
specific fake ship license plates through inference and case analysis verification. The results
of this research can significantly enhance the decision-making ability of maritime for ship
safety supervision. The ship static and dynamic knowledge graph facilitates ship portrait
and ship hidden relationship mining and analysis, allowing for the rapid identification of
maritime key tracking ships, ships with expired certificates, and the consistency of ship
trajectories and reported ports. It also enables the identification of multiple trajectory
anomalies of ships and the retrieval of ships that have not reported ports for a long time.
Through the analysis of the ship graph, the existence of abnormal ships navigating across
inland rivers and seas, as well as the violation of the ship’s license plate, can be determined.
Furthermore, in conjunction with the identification of ship names under on-site supervision,
ship graph comparison analysis can be conducted to enable rapid screening and key moni-
toring of abnormal risks similar to “Ning Shuangshun 5568”, thereby enhancing the ability
to prevent accidents beforehand. The ship graphical portrait provides full information
on the ship belonging to the company, certificate information, the last port from where
it departed, the next port where it will arrive, local cargo, and the ship’s crew, as well
as violation behavior characteristics. This information allows for timely response to ship
monitoring and tracking business requirements and enhances after-accident investigation,
tracing, and control disposal capability through the use of graph path query and source
tracing methods.

In summary, this research enhances the maritime industry’s pre-accident prevention
capability and post-accident handling capability through the construction and analysis of a
ship knowledge graph, providing valuable insights for ship safety supervision decision-
making.
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